
BPHS Girl’s Lacrosse 

Rules Basics for Parents



Rules - The Basics of Girl’s Lacrosse

● Each goal is worth 1 point

● Each half and after each goal begins with a draw

○ 1 person takes the draw and 2 middies are around the draw circle 

competing for the ball

○ No girls from the restraining line may come in until someone takes 

possession of the ball

● Each player has a 7 inch protective sphere around their head

○ If they get checked in the head it’s an automatic yellow card



The Draw



Rules - The Basics
● Green card = warning card, change of possession
● Yellow card = 2 minutes out, team plays man down
● 2 Yellow cards = additional 2 minutes out (total of 4 minutes man down) and 

out for the rest of that game
● Red card = 4 minutes man down, immediately out of the game, can not play 

in the next game either
○ If a player gets a red they will have a meeting with myself, our athletic director 

and legal guardians. The card is that severe 

● Major Foul = If a major foul is committed you must go 4 meters behind the 
player that you have fouled 

● Minor Foul = For a minor you go 4 meters away 



Rules - The Field Labeled



Rules - The Field Marking Explained

● Crease - only the goalie is allowed inside

● 8 meter  - the hash marks are where free position shots are taken from

● 12 meter / CSA - the area in which most of the play occurs no self starts 

are allowed here

● Restraining line -  splits the field into thirds. 4 field players must be behind 

⅔ of the field at all times

● Draw circle - where the draw occurs, only midfielders allowed until 

someone grabs possession of the ball



Rules - Main Calls you’ll see

● Shooting Space - this call is made when a defender jumps in the shooters 

“lane”. This is illegal because it’s creates a dangerous situation. The 

attacker then gets a 8 meter free position shot on goal

● Free Position Shots - when a defender has committed a major foul inside 

the 8 m, an attacker gets a free shot at goal

● 3 Seconds - Defense isn’t allowed to be in the 8 m longer than 3 seconds 

un-marked (similar to basketball)



Rules - Main Calls you’ll see

● Push - extension of the arms into a player is major foul

● Empty stick check - checking a stick with no ball 

● Sphere Violations - putting your stick into another player’s sphere

● Offsides - when a player is over the restraining line and not all 4 field 

players are behind the restraining line

● The Yellow Flag - when the official sees the foul but is giving the attack 

the chance to shoot and possibly score


